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About This Game

An artistic narrative designed to evoke a surreal feeling in the player on a psychological level. The work is not structured like a
typical game, one could even describe it as an anti-game in that there are no "Game Overs." Don't let that fool you though, it's a

platformer-puzzle-advanture with a handful of different endings!
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remnants of a beautiful day

I paid $5 for Devil May Cry 4 and it took around 13 hours to finish on Devil Hunter mode. I used an Xbox 360 controller the
entire time. I wouldn't say I did great, but I still got to the end with some frustration. I'd say I highly recommend this one.

I've never played a DMC game before. The closest I got was X-Blades and that...wasn't really a good representative of the
spectacle fighter genre or whatever it's called. This review is probably better aimed at people new to the series like I was.

The game is a third-person action title. Apart from solving some simple puzzles, DMC4 largely revolves around fighting groups
of mooks and large bosses, often in a “room locks, kill everything to proceed” format. Nero's gameplay involves using a mix of
his gun and sword for regular combat, but he has a unique feature in his Devil Bringer arm for heavy but slow attacks or for
bringing an enemy/yourself closer or to evade some attacks. Dante's gameplay involves on-the-fly swapping between his four
stances along with changing his ranged and melee weapons. Nero's playstyle felt easy to use for a newcomer like me, and Dante
felt pretty advanced though I still did fine without really using his full potential.

DMC4 is the kind of game that rewards you for learning its systems and playing well. You're graded at the end of each mission
on time taken, Style points, the percentage of Red Orbs found, and any modifying bonuses or penalties like using no items or
dying and continuing. Higher ratings give more Proud Souls which are spent to unlock new abilities or weapon combos or the
like. You can also refund spent Proud Souls to tweak or completely remake your build between missions or at the Divinity
Statues scattered through the environment. Time taken is self-explanatory, and Red Orbs are found in the world and are dropped
by enemies, and these are spent at Divinity Statues for consumable recovery items or permanent boosts with no refund option.

As for Style points, one of the series' features is its high risk Style system. By avoiding damage and attacking enemies with
strings of combos, your Style meter will raise and increase in rank. Getting hit will knock you down a couple of ranks, and using
your guns to play it safe won't impress anyone. It's a largely optional feature, but apart from the rewards mentioned above, it
does feel awesome to work up to a high rank and keep it going.

There are a total of seven difficulty levels though you start with two. For what I played being “normal” level, it was still pretty
tough, though I imagine it'd be a cakewalk for veterans. Apart from the unlockable standard hard and very hard, there are a
couple of different ones where both you and the enemies die in a single hit, where only you die in a single hit and the enemies
don't, or one where enemies spawn in fairly large packs as shown in some of the screenshots on the Steam Store page. There are
other things to unlock on the collectibles side, like the Gallery entries or in-game achievements, and there are Secret Missions
hidden away with bonuses for those who can complete them.

Overall, I enjoyed DMC4 despite some annoyances like having to fight the camera a couple of times, or bosses that were a
chore to kill. I probably won't pick it up again anytime soon, but I left the game on a high note at least. The game ran incredibly
well on my rig in DirectX10 mode and I think I only saw less than 60 frames maybe once the entire run. There's a lot of replay
value if you like the idea of harder challenges or just want to get a better score. This version of the game tends to be cheaper
than the Special Edition, though that obviously has more content and features in its favor.
. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=i-ZaTvBxSnw&feature=youtu.be

If there was ever a place to go, where you could spend $3 to poop on as many people as you want, it would be steam...

I don't recommend asking people on the street to alow the same... not for $3 at least.

Pros:
- Funny (if you're like me and have the humor of a young child that is)
- Inexpensive game
- Makes for some good dinner conversation.

Cons:
- Very short
- Some objectives are very vague
- you will become too pooped to poop very quickly. A short and pleasent add on the the London-Faversham route. The detail is
very good, however - it does get a bit boring after a while. Recommended but only during a sale.. Geneforge 5 is a good RPG. If
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the looks do not turn you off you should try it.

This game is relatively close to classic Fallout games. It may also give you Gothic or Risen vibe, or even Ultima if you
remember those. You control a single character with a lot of stats and skills. Some of them are used for interacting with the
world in a peaceful way, like Mechanics or Leadership. Most are about combat. Combat is spiced by shaping creatures. The
story revolves around the world where you can use magic to create and control living beings and you can do it to beat your
enemies. You can create new ones for each specific encounter, you can have a single old experienced creature, you can mix
those approaches or do not use creatures at all.

The world is atypical, there are no elves and what looks like dragons are human-shaped sapient creations. The story revolves
around your character interacting with various factions in a middle of a war of sapient creations against their masters. Various
factions see different ways for resolving conflict - like banning all shaping or gently controlling it or what have you.

Spiderweb games look dated and you might think they'd have typical problems of those indie games. Overly complex
mechanics, verbosity, bad pacing and obscure quest solutions. But no, this game feels like a big budget RPG, just without a big
budget. Text descriptions are spot on, just enough for you to imagine the scene, never outstaying its welcome. UI is not so good,
but bearable. I recommend only playing this game out of series because this one is the first supporting widescreen and custom
resolution which might be very important for your experience. You might still want play on lower resolution like 768p on 1080p
screen. You don't need to know anything about previous games: there are numerous connections to them but the story is self-
contained.. Came as a big surprise this one. I compare this one with Tetris. Only on steroids. A lot of steroids.... Talking about
loads of musclepower here. :-p

Awesome game to play. Very affordable too. Bought it for just under 4 bucks, but it allready gave me many hours of fun. And
I'm sure many more hours will follow. It's a challenging and an addictive game to play.
A winner and highly recomended!! :-)

. pretty sure they dont use AD anymore so... pros

+ well drawn cartoony characters and colorful backgrounds
+ great background musics
+ well made cartoony cut scenes
+ some funny moments and dialogs
+ decent voice acting
+ a hint system gives solutions when you stuck.
+ there are too much locations waiting to be explored by you.
+ two playable protagonists and many interesting cast of characters
+ easy to solve and enjoyable puzzles
+ lengthy adventure
+ with a intriguing plot you ll never get bored.

cons

- characters can't run
- there are no english subtitles opening and cut scenes.
- there are no Steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards

this is a old but pretty entertaining point n click adventure game. i really recommended those who like to play old school
adventures games.. Use this software to fix complex STL part issues made or imported from CAD software before printing
(YES it helped me alot).... Works like magic.... Recommend this software for makers, student and professional use (probably)...
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A short and low priced point and click adventure game, with a satisfied story, graphics and puzzles that you have fan when
solving.. Played around 40 hours of the game before realising I could adjust the game speed.

1095/10 would be confused by Paradox games again.. Ok, I am changing my review. This game is so good I am actually writing
a ligit review for it. Yeah, I kown right? Seriously though, I got this game thinking it was going to be a simple throw away puzzle
game that you see countless of times on your smart phone. But it isn't.

The basic things: Good simple controls. Cool atmosphere. Alright music. AN UNDO BUTTON: you have no idea how useful it
is.

The bad: The map is kind of annoying to navigate making the it annoying to traverse to find the one level you want to select, but
it is a cool inerface so nothing felt there.

The amazing: THE PUZZLES. Holly crap these puzzles are good. When I was looking at this game I thought it was going to be
many puzzles were they have pointless "push the box to the goal" style solutions. THAT IS NOT THIS GAME. Some levels are
like this but the most of the time you are using the cubes special abilities to solve puzzles that would be impossible in standard
"push the box" puzzle games. The game doesn't even tell you what to do which adds another layer of puzzles to the puzzle you
are trying to solve. There are so many moments that blew my mind when I discovered what a special box could do that you
wouldn't normally think would be possible. The feeling you get when you figure out a mechanic blew me away.

Also there is at least 75 puzzles most of which are pretty good and well designed so it is definatly worth the price!

ADHD Version: You know that moment when you watched E3 portal 2 videos with the gels and realized the sudden unbound
potential of puzzles these mechanics can create? Well this game captures that holly **** moments pretty well.. very very good.
Wow u guys rly \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed the game up... I think I ll try playing this next year :D
If dev smart enough, they will start paying attention to community.. I love Ezio, I love AC!
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